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You can be extreme in two ways: Ifraat, or Tafreet, being 
too harsh or too lenient. One should be moderate.

What defines for you what the middle is? The Qur’an defi-
nes the middle. The middle is that you do not pray day and 
night and ignore your family and ignore your business and 
your job and that you do not pray less than five times a 
day. So, you pray five times, plus your voluntary prayers, 
plus, perhaps the night prayer etc. This is the middle.

Can you give us illustrative examples for 
extremism?Q1

ANSWER
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What are the pre-emptive steps a Muslim 
takes ahead in anticipation of the tribula-
tions?

Q2

ANSWER

i Seeks refuge with Allah from the punishment of 
the grave

ii Seeks refuge with Allah from the punishment of 
the Hellfire

iii Seeks refuge with Allah from the trials of life and death
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iv Seeks refuge with Allah from the evil of the trial of 
the Dajjal

v Prays to Allah to save him from trials and tribulations

vi Prays to Allah in the morning and the evening.
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In what way is this Ummah privileged than 
the previous ones?Q3

ANSWER
The example of this Ummah and the previous nations is 
the example of a man who hired workers. So, the Prophet 
(pbuh) gives an example of a man who hired workers to 
do a job. The first he hired from dawn or from sunrise 
until Dhuhr. So, from dawn until Dhuhr, these labourers 
worked for a certain wage, and then another worked 
from Dhuhr until Asr for a certain wage, and then another 
worked from Asr until Maghrib for double the wage. The 
first two complained, why is it that the last one worked 
less than us and received double the payment? The 
answer is, Have I oppressed you in anything, i.e., that the 
wage you received was a good wage for what you did? 
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i The first is the example of the Jews. They worked 
from the beginning of the day until Dhuhr (approx. 
six hours) and they were given an excellent wage.

iii The Muslims worked from Asr to Maghrib and the-
refore, they will be the shortest of nations in exis-
tence, and the greatest of the nations in the reward.

ii The Christians came. Their work period was like that 
period between Dhuhr and Asr (perhaps four hours).

To illustrate:
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